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F

Irene Bedard

IÑUPIAT, YUP’IK, INUIT, CREE, MÉTIS ACTOR

or the general moviegoing public, Irene Bedard is most

often thought of as the voice of Disney’s Pocahontas.

But her abilities, experience, and dedication to the craft

of acting go far beyond this two-dimensional animated

character.

At the age of eight, this actor of Iñupiat, Yup’ik, Inuit,

Cree, and Métis heritage was already writing her own plays,

and by age ten she was putting on those plays beneath the

trees of her own backyard located in Anchorage, Alaska. Born

in 1967 to Indigenous parents who were deeply involved in

Alaska Native rights issues and struggles, Irene was

unfortunately exposed at an early age to threats against her

family from non-Native sources.

As a member of one of the few Native families in her school

district, Irene recalls being chased home from the bus after

school by kids with baseball bats. As the oldest child in her

family, she felt a strong need to do something to keep other

Native kids in the neighborhood safe. That’s what led her to

create small theater productions using her siblings as the

actors, which kept them occupied and out of danger. Later,

thanks to acting workshops and ballet classes, she performed

with the Anchorage Community Theater and the Anchorage

Civic Opera.

Irene began her college career with a scholarship to study

physics and philosophy, but she shifted to drama when she



transferred to the Ira Brind School of Theater Arts at the

University of the Arts in Philadelphia. There she was trained

by award-winning, internationally renowned dramatist and

playwright Walter Dallas, who was honored as one of

Philadelphia’s one hundred history makers of the twentieth

century.

During her final year of theater school, Irene traveled back

and forth to one of the theatrical centers of the world, New

York City, in order to establish a working base there.

Operating out of the American Indian Community House, New

York’s urban Indian support organization, a Native group

began writing and producing its own stage productions. One

such project, In the Spirit, told the story of a group of young

Native activists who were trying to make a difference in the

world. The play was performed at several major New York City

theaters.

After Irene moved to New York City full-time to pursue a

career in acting, she met and started working with Randy

Redroad, an aspiring Indigenous American film director. Like

Randy, Irene held various day jobs to pay bills while

auditioning for theater and film roles. During her lifetime,

Irene has worked as a bartender, waitperson, librarian, and

baker, just to name a few.

It is common for both experienced and inexperienced

actors to maintain full-time or part-time jobs in other fields

while simultaneously going after acting roles. This is due to

the unpredictable nature of the acting profession, which often

creates income gaps that actors have to fill by other means.

It was during her early days in New York that Irene found

an agent, a crucial element of any successful acting career.

“Ricki Olshan, at Don Buchwald & Associates, came to see

one of my performances,” Irene says. “At that time, no one

else in Los Angeles or New York was seeking out Native talent,

but this agent was. And she’s still my agent to this day.”

Soon after she acquired her agent, Irene received her first

offer for a movie role—a three-picture deal with Warner Bros.



and action actor Steven Seagal. Surprisingly, Irene turned

down the deal because she felt the roles didn’t portray the

proper image for Native people or herself. Many people

thought she was crazy to turn down a three-picture deal with

Warner Bros. But it just didn’t feel right for her, and her new

agent supported that decision. This is the type of dilemma

Native actors have to face all too often.

The next offer she received was for the role of Nakooma in

the movie Squanto: A Warrior’s Tale. The film is set in the

early 1600s and is loosely based on the actual historical

Native American figure of the same name who was captured

and taken to England.

Later that same year, Irene was offered a more substantial

role playing Mary Crow Dog in the Turner Network Television

movie Lakota Woman: Siege at Wounded Knee. The film was

based on actual events as depicted in Mary Crow Dog’s

autobiographical book of the same name. These events

included the 1973 armed standoff between members of the

American Indian Movement (AIM) and multiple law

enforcement agencies on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in

South Dakota. In real life in those days, AIM and other groups

were protesting the way the US government had been treating

Native American communities and individuals.

In 1995, Irene was nominated for the prestigious Golden

Globe Award for Best Actress for that role, and the film was

honored with the Western Heritage Award for Television

Feature Film. Irene’s acting work and award nomination

catapulted her into the limelight, where she was noticed by

Disney executives who were looking for a Native actress to

provide the voice for Pocahontas in the animated movie the

company was about to produce. Irene was still shooting

Lakota Woman in South Dakota when she heard about the

casting call for the new role.



During a break in shooting, the young actress took a train

to New York, where she auditioned for the part, and then

immediately returned to the set of Lakota Woman. She was

still finishing work on that film when she learned that she

had gotten the job of voicing the Pocahontas animated

character. A well-known Broadway actress-singer would

provide the singing voice.

True to the Disney brand, company executives had already

decided that Pocahontas the animated movie would be a

romanticized, musical fairy-tale version of history. And those

same movie executives made big plans to introduce the film to

moviegoing families.



Their plans included the largest movie premiere in history,

held in New York City’s Central Park in June 1995.

Approximately one hundred thousand people attended the

screening, which utilized four eighty-foot screens and banks

of huge sound speakers set up on the park’s Great Lawn.

“I had a police motorcade that took me through the city

from my house to the premiere in Central Park,” Irene says of

the event. “It was the largest movie premiere in history, but

there had already been protests against the movie before it

had even been released.”

Film critics praised the film’s animation, musical score,

and songs, but criticized the story’s lack of historical

accuracy. Some Native American activists argued that the film

presented and perpetuated damaging stereotypes of Native

Americans while elevating the importance of the white

colonists. On the other hand, AIM leader and actor Russell

Means, who played the role of Pocahontas’s father in the

movie, defended the film, saying it was the “finest feature film

on American Indians Hollywood has ever produced.”

Irene, unfortunately, was thrust into the center of the

controversy, and the media and the public expected her to

speak out about the Native American image issues being

discussed.

“I’m just a shy girl from Alaska,” Irene remembers saying

at the time. “I can’t speak for all Native American people. No

one can.”

Thankfully, she had the full support of all her friends at

the American Indian Community House, her family away from

home, to help her face and deal with the pressure

emotionally.

Lakota Woman: Siege at Wounded Knee had been one of

five TV movies about Native American historical figures

broadcast by Turner Network Television in the 1990s. Another

was Crazy Horse, produced a couple of years later. Irene was

cast as Black Buffalo Woman in that film, which portrayed



the historical role Crazy Horse played in the Battle of the

Little Bighorn.

Irene was able to really display her acting muscles in the

1996 HBO production of Grand Avenue, a contemporary tale

about Native American survival in modern times. One of the

executive producers of the film was Robert Redford, and the

teleplay was written by Native author Greg Sarris. The story

realistically depicts a brief period in the life of three related

Native families living in Santa Rosa, California. One television

critic called the production “television drama at its very best”

and praised it for revealing “what life is like beyond the

endless middle-class platitudes that dominate most prime-

time programming.”

The year 1998 brought a welcome breakthrough in Native

American filmmaking with a low-budget independent movie

written, directed, and acted by Native people. Smoke Signals,

written by Sherman Alexie (Spokane/Coeur d’Alene) and

directed by Chris Eyre (Cheyenne/Arapaho) was well received

by mainstream critics and had a 98 percent rating on the

website Rotten Tomatoes. The Los Angeles Times described

Smoke Signals as a “warm film of friendship and

reconciliation,” while the Austin Chronicle newspaper stated,

“The cast is uniformly excellent.”

Irene played the character Suzy Song in the film, and

Rolling Stone magazine called her portrayal “tough and

luminous.”

The late 1990s and early 2000s kept Irene busy with

acting parts that included a Pocahontas sequel, multiple

television series and movies, and other animated voice roles.

In 2004, Irene was picked to play the part of Margaret

Light Shines Wheeler, a Native American character that

appears in four episodes of the six-part TV miniseries Into the

West. Executive produced by Steven Spielberg of Dreamworks

Television, the historical series ran on Turner Network

Television (TNT) in June and July 2005.



The plot follows the stories of two families—one white

American, one Native American—from the 1820s to 1890.

Their lives become intertwined through momentous events as

American citizens move into and take over the American

West. The large cast of the miniseries also included Native

actors Gil Birmingham, Zahn McClarnon, Sheila Tousey,

Russell Means, and Wes Studi, among many others.

Irene’s list of more than sixty-four acting credits even

includes the unique part of a future Native American

president of the United States in hip-hop artist Jay-Z’s 2018

music video Family Feud, featuring his wife, Beyoncé.

One of Irene’s more recent projects is a TV series called

Radio Nowhere, based on Stephen King’s popular horror novel

The Stand. The story is set in the future, when a deadly virus

has killed much of the world’s population. Irene isn’t known

for performing in horror films or even liking movies in that

genre.

“Here I am doing The Stand, while my friends know that I

can’t even watch horror movies,” she says. “But I’ve lived

through what I call our ‘Manifest Destiny characters’ and the

retelling of the horror of American history that way. I’ve had

to relive for everyone, in story, the telling of the apocalypse of

possibly one hundred million Indigenous people who lived on

this island, Turtle Island. So, in a way, I’ve been doing horror

my whole career.”

Another common thread she finds in some of the

characters she plays is that of protector. In the TV series The

Mist (2017), her character, Kimi Lucero, is a protector of the

elderly women in the story. In Radio Nowhere, her character

also protects another important character in that story.

What advice would Irene offer young Native people

considering creative careers? “We’re such creative people

culturally. Storytelling seems to come naturally to our people.

Whether we’re into graphic novels or writing or acting,

everything we do comes out of beauty,” she says.



One final point Irene likes to make when talking to young

people is this: “You are the only you to exist from the

beginning of time to the end of time. You’re that unique. You

may not feel particularly special right now, but you are able to

re-create yourself. Like the caterpillar that transforms into a

butterfly, you can re-create yourself into something incredibly

beautiful. Each of us has some hidden superpower. You have

to look deep to find yours and bring it out.”

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY (ACTING)

2020: FBI: Most Wanted (TV series); Marilou Skye

2019: Heartland (feature film); Mary Singing Crow

2018: Westworld (TV series); Wichapi

2018: Ralph Breaks the Internet (animated feature);

Pocahontas (voice)

2017: The Mist (TV series); Kimi Lucero

2012–2015: Longmire (TV series); May Stillwater

2008–2009: The Spectacular Spider-Man (animated TV series);

Jean DeWolff (voice)

2005: Into the West (TV miniseries); Margaret Light Shines

Wheeler

2000: Roughnecks: The Starship Troopers Chronicles (TV

series); Gen. Miriam Redwing

1998: Smoke Signals (feature film); Suzy Song

1998: Naturally Native (feature film); Tanya Lewis

1995: Pocahontas (animated feature film); Pocahontas

(speaking voice)

1994: Squanto: A Warrior’s Tale (feature film); Nakooma

1994: Lakota Woman: Siege at Wounded Knee (TV movie);

Mary Crow Dog
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